Small & Solo Practice Section – Meeting Minutes

May 30, 2014

Present: Michancy Cramer, Laura Stubberud, Steve Devney, Gene Leverty, Sarah Carrasco, Joe Gorman, Lori Wolk, Kristina Holman, Stephanie Hirsch

Topics:

- April minutes passed
- Financials: The Bar provides a form to submit for reimbursements, will be on the P&O
- ABA Meeting:
  - Laura attended – good meeting with useful information. Lots of information on the Group Legal Services Association (GLSA). Can join their group or connect on LinkedIn and participate in group discussions
- Lunch & Learn: turned into a round table as the speaker was stuck in trial, valuable discussion, good participation in the North and South
  - Dee is planning another, possible topic is immigration
- State Bar is working on CLE targeting small/solo practitioners. Ms. Hirsch from the State Bar discussed topics they are working on
- Kristina presented information on the diversity bar mixer. It was a good mixer. Members should watch for notices and participate.
- Bylaws: Steve has proposed changes. Comments from the section. Redundancies addressed by the members. Steve will have the final version by mid-June for the Bar.
- New business: Discussion of donation to the One Campaign. Section was contacted by NV Supreme Court. Comments from the members.

New business: End of July – meeting is proposed for July 25th at noon at the State Bar offices. We will discuss the Annual Meeting and circulating the new bylaws to the complete membership of the section.